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For more info check out the guide in the engine documentation or visit the home page. ** Note: This software has now been incorporated into the Unity Game Engine, under the ** Unity X-Particles Project. Visit for more information on how to download the Unity version. X-Particles is a cross-platform, multi-threaded particle editor and dynamics system that supports a variety of effects like
smoke, fire, fluid, cloth and particle impacts, its advanced system has the power to handle many thousands of dynamic actors on high performance PCs. The project started as a set of tutorials on how to setup and use X-Particles for Unity5, as well as providing a complete particle solution, it has evolved to a complete and powerful, multi-platform particle editor and dynamics engine. X-Particles
supports multiple platforms, from desktop to mobile devices, including Android and iOS and has been used to develop an interactive story for iOS using Unity. X-Particles is also used in a number of popular commercial games, including Kameo (Acclaim Entertainment), Insanely Twisted Shadow Planet (ShooterGame) and Subnautica (Subnautica). Structure X-Particles contains four components: the
Editor and three engine versions. The Editor is a standalone application that is designed to be simple and easy to use, in most cases all you need to do is just drag a few components and drop them on the screen. The Editor can be configured using the Editor Preferences. The engine versions are designed to provide power, performance and functionality for specific platforms and development settings.
The Editor and engine versions are linked and communicate with each other through plugins and scripts. A short summary of the functionality of each version is listed in the description of each component below. The main components of the Editor are the Project Window and the Scripting Area. The Project Window shows all the components within the hierarchy of the project. It can be opened and
closed by clicking the Window menu and clicking on the corresponding menu item. The Scripting Area is where scripts and components are created and edited. It has two main parts, the Scripting Area and the Properties Window, the Scripting Area is where the code that makes up a component is edited and run, while the Properties Window is where properties are edited for the component. The
engine versions each have their own project hierarchy, 82157476af
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